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Visit Latham’s COVID-19 Resources page for additional insights and analysis to help navigate the legal and
business issues arising from the pandemic.

TALF Program Update: Federal Reserve Releases Form of
Agreed-Upon Procedures Report for CLOs
The form of agreed-upon procedures report provides additional clarity regarding certain
TALF-required CLO reporting requirements.
On September 1, 2020, the Federal Reserve released a form of agreed-upon procedures report (Form
AUP Report) specific to the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF). The Form AUP Report
details the factual matters to be reported to the Federal Reserve by an accounting firm retained by the
applicable issuer relating to the TALF eligibility criteria for leveraged loans. The Federal Reserve also
released updated and expanded FAQs to provide additional information regarding the TALF program’s
operations.
To receive the latest COVID-19-related insights and analysis in your inbox, subscribe to Latham’s COVID19 Resources mailing list.
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Client Alert is published by Latham & Watkins as a news reporting service to clients and other friends.
The information contained in this publication should not be construed as legal advice. Should further
analysis or explanation of the subject matter be required, please contact the lawyer with whom you
normally consult. The invitation to contact is not a solicitation for legal work under the laws of any
jurisdiction in which Latham lawyers are not authorized to practice. A complete list of Latham’s Client
Alerts can be found at www.lw.com. If you wish to update your contact details or customize the
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